Toward precise site-controlling of self-assembled Ge quantum dots on Si microdisks.
A feasible route is developed toward precise site-controlling of quantum dots (QDs) at the microdisk periphery, where most microdisk cavity modes are located. The preferential growth of self-assembled Ge QDs at the periphery of Si microdisks is discovered. Moreover, both the height and linear density of Ge QDs can be controlled by tuning the amount of deposited Ge and the microdisk size. The inherent mechanisms of these unique features are discussed, taking into account both the growth kinetics and thermodynamics. By growing Ge on the innovative Si microdisks with small protrusions at the disk periphery, the positioning of Ge QDs at the periphery can be exactly predetermined. Such a precise site-controlling of Ge QDs at the periphery enables the location of the QD right at the field antinodes of the cavity mode of the Si microdisk, thereby achieving spatial matching between QD and cavity mode. These results open a promising door to realize the semiconductor QD-microdisk systems with both spectral and spatial matching between QDs and microdisk cavity modes, which will be the promising candidates for exploring the fundamental features of cavity quantum electrodynamics and the innovative optoelectronic devices based on strong light-matter interaction.